
DRINKING FOUNTAINS AND SHOWERS 

Where to put drinking fountains and showers: 
 locate drinking fountains at park entrances, popular gathering and activity hubs (such 

as playgrounds, skate parks, sports fields and barbecue areas) and at every 
kilometre along popular walkway promenades or walkway circuits 

 showers should be located on beach fringes and areas where swimming sports 
occur, as well as into changing facilities at sports parks 

 taps and hand washing facilities should be integrated at entrances to cemeteries for 
cultural purposes 

 co-locate (cluster) furniture, including drinking fountains and showers, to avoid clutter 
 

Ensure access and usability by: 

 locating drinking fountains in convenient and visible locations, including next to paths 
to allow for wheelchair access 

 locating drinking fountains or showers on a hard surface (e.g. a concrete or block 
work pad or decking) to cater for the wearing of the surface beneath. Ensure any 
surrounding surface is flush with ground so that the pad does not protrude from the 
surrounding ground surface on any side 

 locating drinking fountains or showers in close proximity to existing surface drains if 
there is no internal drain. Where there is no existing drainage, incorporate an in situ 
drain within the fountain or shower surrounds or into swales or rain gardens 

 connecting to a potable water supply 
 integrating buttons that are proud, not flush or recessed, to assist users with reduced 

hand strength and function 
 integrating dog bowls into drinking fountains  
 using drinking fountains with outlets at two different levels where possible 

 

Ensure safety and visibility by: 

 positioning drinking fountains and showers to minimise hazard and error, e.g. out of 
the line of travel to assist the blind and partially sighted 

 fitting a mouth guard over the drinking tap 
 Ensuring hygienic materials such as stainless steel are using in the construction of 

the drinking bowl, drink tap and mouth guard of drinking fountains 
 ensuring the drinking fountains or showers are securely mounted and installed level 

and upright 
 

Ensure good aesthetics and the right materials: 

 selecting drinking fountains and shower structures constructed from stainless steel 
for coastal environments. The grade of stainless steel should suit the particular 
environment 

 ensuring that drinking fountains and showers are durable and resistant to vandalism, 
damage and theft, e.g. by using enclosed and reinforced fittings 

 considering the use of recycled concrete as a base course. Stone mulch or crushed 
shell surrounds are also suitable where wheelchair access is not anticipated 

 selecting materials, colours and forms that  complement the setting and function of 
the park as a whole, e.g. marine influences within coastal environments, when 
designing bespoke drinking fountains or showers 



 Considering the resourceful manufacture of drinking fountain or shower elements, 
including ease of supply and life expectancy 

 

Achieve easy maintenance by: 

 ensuring all drinking fountains and showers installed in parks have components, 
materials and finishes that can be serviced and maintained by New Zealand based 
contractors 

 Selecting drinking fountains that have a minimum serviceable life of 15 years. 

 incorporating a service tap into the drinking fountain for open space maintenance 
teams, to help reduce clutter 

 
 

Good practice examples 

Taurarua Judges Bay, Parnell 

Clustering of utilities such as showers and toilets 
can simplify services and save on costs. 

 
Tiri Road, Pocket Park, Milford 

This shower incorporates a dog drinking bowl 
which is fixed onto a steel cable, so can be easily 
refilled and tipped out 

 

 

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland Central 
 
Clustering taps for maintenance and plant 
watering with drinking fountains concentrates 
services. 

 

 



Stonefields Park, Mt. Wellington 

Dog bowls to catch wasted drinking water help to 
preserve this precious resource. 

 

Williamson Street, Grey Lynn 

Drinking fountains in civic spaces promote the 
health and wellbeing of communities. 

 

Nell Fisher Reserve, Birkenhead 

Hard surfaces around drinking fountains prevent 
the surrounding area from becoming boggy. 

 

 

 


